The ionization energy of ortho-H2 has been determined to be E o I (H2)/(hc) = 124 357.238 062(25) cm −1 from measurements of the GK(1,1)-X(0,1) interval by Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy using a narrow band 179-nm laser source and the ionization energy of the GK(1,1) state by continuous-wave near-infrared laser spectroscopy. E o I (H2) was used to derive the dissociation energy of H2, D N =1 0 (H2), at 35 999.582 894(25) cm −1 with a precision that is more than one order of magnitude better than all previous results. The new result challenges calculations of this quantity and represents a benchmark value for future relativistic and QED calculations of molecular energies.
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The dissociation energy of the hydrogen molecule D 0 (H 2 ) is a fundamental quantity for testing molecular quantum theory. The pioneering calculations of Heitler and London on H 2 demonstrated that molecular binding is a consequence of quantum mechanics [1] . In almost a century of mutually stimulating activities by experimentalists and theorists, the accuracy of this benchmark value has been improved by seven orders of magnitude [2] . Great progress in the theoretical calculations has been achieved by including relativistic and quantum-electrodynamic (QED) effects [3, 4] . Over the past decade, improved calculations of the Born-Oppenheimer energies [5] , adiabatic corrections [6] , leading-order nonadiabatic corrections [7] , exact nonadiabatic energies [8, 9] , and a further refinement of QED calculations [10] have been reported. The latest efforts, however, led to a deterioration of the agreement between experimental and theoretical results [11] .
Direct measurements of dissociation energies in H 2 are complicated by perturbing resonances near the continuum limits and vanishing direct photo-dissociation cross sections at the thresholds [12, 13] . Such difficulties can be overcome by a measurement of the adiabatic ionization energy E I (H 2 ) combined with a thermodynamic cycle involving the ionization energy of atomic hydrogen E I (H) and the dissociation energy of the molecular ion of ortho-and para-H 2 differ by the rotational term value of the X(v = 0, N = 1) level, i.e., 118.486 84(10) cm −1 [15] .
The most accurate previous determination of D 0 (H 2 ), at a relative accuracy of 10 −8 [16] , involved two-photon Doppler-free laser excitation to the EF 1 Σ + g (v = 0, N = 1) intermediate state [17] , one-photon ultraviolet excitation from the EF 1 Σ + g (0,1) to the 56p1 1 Rydberg state [16] , and millimeter wave (MMW) spectroscopy of highlying Rydberg states [18] allowing for an extrapolation to the ionization energy by Multi-Channel Quantum Defect theory (MQDT) [19] . The initial EF-X step in this scheme has recently been improved by two orders of magnitude to an accuracy of 73 kHz [20] , but an improvement of D 0 (H 2 ) awaits an improved measurement of the EF-np interval.
In the present work, we adopt an alternative excitation scheme to determine D 0 (H 2 ), through the GK 1 Σ + g (1,1) intermediate state, which offers the possibility of using continuous wave (cw) infrared laser excitation to high-n Rydberg states [21] . Experimental results from two laboratories are combined: the measurement of the Dopplerfree two-photon transition GK(1, 1) ← X(0, 1) in Amsterdam, and the determination of the interval between GK(1,1) and the 56p1 1 Rydberg state by near-infrared (NIR) cw-laser spectroscopy in Zürich.
In the GK-X experiment, schematically depicted in Fig. 2 , a narrow bandwidth (∼9 MHz) injection-seeded oscillator-amplifier titanium sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser system delivers 50-ns-long pulses at the fundamental wavelength of 716 nm. The amplified pulsed output is fre- quency up-converted in two doubling stages, with BBO and KBe 2 BO 3 F 2 (KBBF) crystals, leading to the generation of 179-nm radiation to drive the GK(1, 1) ← X(0, 1) transition in a two-photon scheme. The vacuumultraviolet (VUV) output power of 20 µJ per pulse is limited by the optical damage threshold of the KBBF crystal [22] . A glass pinhole with a diameter of 0.5 mm is employed to align the reflected beam in a counterpropagating Doppler-free configuration. A separate 633-nm pulsed dye laser is used to ionize the molecules from the GK(1,1) state in a single-photon ionization process. To reduce AC Stark effects, this laser is delayed by 30 ns with respect to the 179-nm pulse. Further increase of the delay is detrimental because the lifetime of the GK(1,1) state is 24(3) ns [23] . The H + 2 ions are collected and detected by the velocity-map-imaging method [24] .
The cw Ti:Sa laser, which has a short-term (one second) frequency stability of a few tens of kHz, is locked to an optical frequency comb, resulting in a long-term relative accuracy better than 10 −12 . An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) was implemented in a double-pass scheme to scan the cw laser frequency, the output of which is used as a seed for the oscillator cavity. The frequency offset or chirp, between the pulsed output and cw seed was mea- sured for each pulse [17] . An intra-cavity electro-optic phase modulator (EOM), driven by an arbitrary function generator, is used for active frequency chirp compensation, as shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, the residual chirp value is recorded and corrected at each frequency scan step. An upper limit of the systematic uncertainty associated with chirp is extracted from the statistical analysis, by repeating the measurements after changing the anti-chirp parameters.
A typical scan is shown in Fig. 3 (a) with 50-shot averaging for each frequency scan step. The observed two-photon transition linewidth is dominated by the laser bandwidth, with a small contribution of the natural linewidth (Γ = 6.6 MHz). An imperfect counterpropagating alignment may result in a residual firstorder Doppler shift. This was quantified by performing velocity-dependent measurements using various mixtures of H 2 and Ne, and extrapolating to a zero-velocity transition frequency, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Several measurements were performed using different alignment configurations of the counter-propagating VUV laser beams. After accounting for the second-order Doppler shift, which is 150(30) kHz in pure H 2 with a velocity of 2900(300) m/s, a global fitting procedure is applied, where the zerovelocity intercept is shared for all alignment settings. The extrapolation yields the Doppler-free transition frequency with a systematic uncertainty of 350 kHz, which is the largest contribution to the error budget. The normalized velocity of the H 2 beam in Fig. 3 is defined as v norm = v mix /v pure = m H2 /(n H2 · m H2 + n Ne · m Ne ), where n H2 and n Ne are the mixture fractions of H 2 and Ne, and m H2 and m Ne are their masses [25] .
The AC Stark effect for both the 179-nm and the ionization lasers was studied by performing intensitydependent measurements. Typically the 179-nm laser power was fixed to 2 µJ per pulse during the residual Doppler-shift determination, while up to 10 µJ was generated to assess the AC Stark effect. A similar procedure is applied for the ionization laser, including the assessment of systematic shifts caused by the temporal overlap between the two laser pulses. The Doppler-extrapolated value was corrected for the AC Stark shifts. Other possible systematic and statistical uncertainties were derived from day-to-day frequency differences (in total 215 measurements) over several days (see Fig. 3(c) ). The uncertainty budget is given in Table I , and the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty of the GK-X transition is 650 kHz, corresponding to a relative accuracy of 2×10 −10 .
The interval between the GK(1,1) state and the 56p1 1 (v + = 0, S = 0, F = 0 − 2) Rydberg state of ortho-H 2 was measured using the same apparatus, laser setup and calibration procedure as described in detail in a recent article presenting a measurement of the 50f0 3 ← GK(0, 2) interval [21] . The measurement was carried out using a pulsed and skimmed supersonic beam of pure H 2 and the procedure involved:
(i) the compensation of the stray electric fields in three dimensions to better than 1 mV/cm, which limits possible Stark shifts to below 7 kHz for the 56p1 1 level [26] , (ii) shielding external magnetic fields so that the maximal Zeeman shifts are below 10 kHz, (iii) the cancellation of the first-order Doppler shift to better than 110 kHz by performing the excitation with the NIR-laser beam of 792-nm wavelength and its back reflection overlapped to better than 0.05 mrad and averaging the central frequencies of both Doppler components (see Fig. 4(a) ); repeating the measurements after full alignment of the laser and molecular beams transforms the systematic uncertainty associated with the residual Doppler shift into a statistical uncertainty, A typical individual spectrum is displayed in Fig. 4 (a) Fig. 3(b) and the error is included in the residual first-order Doppler shift uncertainty.
as dots with error bars. The figure also depicts a fit of a model line shape consisting of two Doppler components. Each of these is the sum of three hyperfine components (stick spectrum) having the same Lorentzian width, intensities given by their statistical weights of 2F + 1, and relative positions corresponding to those measured by millimeter-wave spectroscopy [2, 18] . In the fit, the data points were weighted by taking into account the Poissonian statistics of the ion counts and the background noise as explained in Ref. [21] . The central positions determined from 39 measurements are plotted in Fig. 4(b) with their statistical uncertainties. Their weighted mean, indicated by the dashed line, is 378 809 479.24 (30) MHz where the statistical uncertainty of 300 kHz corresponds toσ = σ/ √ N , N being the number of independent measurements, which we took to be the number of measurement sets recorded on different days rather than the number of individual measurements (i.e., 6, as indicated by the different symbols in Fig. 4(b), rather than 39) .
The systematic uncertainties considered in the analysis are summarized in Table I and sum up to 224 kHz, dominated by the uncertainty resulting from the possible deviations from a statistical intensity distribution of the unresolved hyperfine structure of the 56p1 1 ← GK(1, 1) line (Line-shape Model entry in Table I ). After subtraction of the photon recoil shift of 160 kHz, our final result for the 56p1 1 ← GK(1, 1) interval is shown in Table I . This value is consistent with, but four times more precise than, the value of 378 809 478.7(12) MHz reported in [26] .
The experimental values of the 56p1 1 ← GK(1, 1) interval in Table I correspond to the center of gravity (c.g.) of the hyperfine components. The hyperfine splitting of the GK(1,1) state, which has d character, is estimated to be 330 kHz from the known hyperfine structure of high-nd Rydberg states [18] and leads to a systematic uncertainty contribution of 100 kHz for the transition center frequency. In addition, the hyperfine splitting of the X(0,1) state, which was observed by Ramsey to be 600 kHz [30] , also contributes to the systematic uncertainty for the GK(1, 1) ← X(0, 1) measurement. In the center-of-gravity transition frequency determination, a contribution of less than 100 kHz is estimated. The binding energy of the 56p1 1 Rydberg state with respect to the first rovibronic state X + (v + = 0, N + = 1) of ortho-H + 2 was determined via a MQDT-assisted fitting procedure applied to 76 measured np hyperfine components with 54 < n < 64, as described in Ref. [27] and the value is given in Table II [28, 29] , and E I (H), which is included in CODATA 2014 [29] .
A comparison between our new value of D N =1 0 (H 2 ) and the most recent experimental and theoretical results is presented in Fig. 5 . Our result confirms the validity of the previous experimental result [16] using a different (1)+ (2) excitation sequence, but improves its accuracy by one order of magnitude. It deviates from the newest theoretical result reported in Ref. [11] by more than three times the uncertainty. Possible reasons for the discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical values of D 0 (H 2 ) include the underestimation of nonadiabatic effects in the determination of the relativistic and QED corrections to D 0 (H 2 ) [11] , or a more fundamental problem in the molecular quantum theory. Resolving this puzzle and further improvement of this value to 10-kHz accuracy, for both experiment and theory, will open a new route for determining the proton charge radius [11, 31] with 1% accuracy, or an improved value of the proton-to-electron mass ratio [32, 33] . 
